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Webinar series: COVID-19 was neither black swan, 
nor unpredictable: pandemic lessons on probabilistic 
modeling for business resilience

Webinar 1 (today) - COVID is not a black swan, so why did it still catch most off-guard? 
why we’re here
how epidemic modeling works
what we can learn about it from a risk analysis point of view

Webinar 2 (July 9th) - Lessons from COVID: embracing uncertainty as a key part of the 
decision-making process 

Uncertainties and Monte Carlo simulation in business
Probabilistic modeling for business resilience
Risk management as integral part of managerial decision making

Slides and models used in this webinar can be downloaded from 
https://www.epixanalytics.com/downloads/COVID19Webinars/EpiXCOVID
Webinar1.zip
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Black Swan according to Nassim Taleb*

Event with three attributes. 

1. an outlier, as it lies outside the realm of regular expectations, because 
nothing in the past can convincingly point to its possibility ??

2. it carries an extreme impact…. CHECK

3. in spite of its outlier status, human nature makes us concoct 
explanations for its occurrence after the fact, making it explainable 
and predictable. CHECK

*Taleb, N. N. (2010). The black swan: the impact of the highly improbable. 2nd ed., New York
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We knew a pandemic was coming…
Thought leaders and politicians

Taleb’s interview with Bloomberg:

“it was not a black swan, it was a white swan…and it’s no 
excuse for companies, corporations, not to be prepared for 
that. And definitively no excuse for governments not to be 
prepared for something like this”

…Presidents G.W. Bush in 2004 and B. Obama in 2014 
addressed pandemic preparedness in speeches to the NIH

...and of course, there is the now famous Bill Gates 
TED-talk from 2015 warning of our lack of pandemic 
preparedness, following the 2014 Ebola outbreak 

And the list goes on and on

Epidemiologists

The most probable naturally-occurring Global Catastrophic 

Biological Risk-level threat that humans face is from a 

respiratory-borne RNA virus, and so this class of microbes 

should be a preparedness priority. –2018, Characteristics of 

Pandemic Pathogens, JHSPH Center for Health Security

“Public health authorities should prepare by 

developing broadly applicable platform strategies for 

the rapid diagnosis, containment and treatment of, 

and vaccination against, emerging coronavirus 

infections. We have been warned twice in recent 

years….” – Graham et al., 2013 “A decade after 

SARS: strategies for controlling emerging 

coronaviruses”
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/videos/2020-03-31/nassim-taleb-says-white-swan-coronavirus-pandemic-was-preventable-video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=spcj6KUr4aA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w50tZonOgoU
https://www.ted.com/talks/bill_gates_the_next_outbreak_we_re_not_ready
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2020/03/pandemic-coronavirus-united-states-trump-cdc/608215/


So why weren’t we prepared?

Many reasons, e.g. lack of incentives, politically unpalatable, inadequate 
regulations, misunderstanding of risk, poor risk management

Risk matrices in risk management

▪ Most prevalent corporate risk assessment tool

▪ Structured approach to manage limited information, 
no math required

▪ But, many issues:
o Can’t combine effect of uncertainty and variability
o No consensus on approach to combine estimates
o Can’t combine with reasonable transparency and 

consistency
o Scaling statistically incorrect
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The “analytics” realm and epidemic modeling

Descriptive

What 
happened

Predictive

What might 
happen

Prescriptive

What to do 
about it

John Hopkins dashboard

https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
UW modeling

https://covid19.healthdata.org/united-

states-of-america

CO social distancing 

predictions

https://drive.google.com/fil

e/d/19ST3tRnntUGV3h7YI

0tQHJDnCoL5dRE7/view© EpiX Analytics
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Modeling heterogeneity, variability, and uncertainty 

Heterogeneity/inter-individual variability: collection of differences 
between individuals/entities
e.g. Income, FICO scores, regional and age-related COVID CFRs

Randomness/variability: differences observed due to chance. 
Natural: inherent to the system evaluated e.g. equipment failure rates, loan 

defaults, natural disasters
Artificial: sampling. e.g. quality control, surveys

Uncertainty: What we don’t know. Unlike two above, a function of the 
observer. 
Thus, can be reduced as more data is collected
e.g. Demand growth, stock drift, true prevalence of asymptomatic

N(    , )
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Epidemic models
Compartmental models

 Mechanistic modeling of disease dynamics
 Individuals are grouped in compartments
 most used and validated for decades
 Deterministic and stochastic diff equations, MC/MCMC sim, etc.

Network models 
 More realistic representation of contacts
 Often part of compartmental model
 Allow for fine tuning of social interventions
 But representative contact data required, can be computationally intensive

Statistical models
 “Curve-fitting”, often hierarchical regression, hidden markov, time series- > 

based ONLY on the past
 Early in outbreak not enough data for relevant fit
 But can be fitted quickly

Individual-based
 Also mechanistic, but simulate each indiv in population
 Very computation and data intensive. Often more appropriate research 

questions that require modeling individual heterogeneity

Susceptible (S) Infectious (I)

Dead D)

Removed (R)

Daily confirmed cases in China and network graphs showing connectedness 
between regions from So et al., 2020, https://www.ijidonline.com/article/S1201-

9712(20)30317-9/fulltext

https://covid19.healthdata.org/united-states-of-america© EpiX Analytics
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Statistical vs mechanistic

VERY Simplistically: fit a trajectory based on observed outcomes 
(illnesses, deaths, etc.) including other countries
- Pure curve fitting (with probabilities)
- Most countries still active epidemic (incomplete trajectories)
- Can’t explore system change scenarios (only sees data)

Statistical – initial IHME model (now a hybrid) Mechanistic – Imperial college model

IHME model death projections, April 15 vs June 17

Mechanistic, stochastic, age structured
- Probabilistic modeling
- Allows for stratification of risk
- Key to understand what-if of different control strategies
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Deterministic and stochastic

Deterministic
 if initial conditions are known, the outcome (e.g. 

outbreak size and duration) is known precisely
 Can include parameter uncertainty – MC/MCMC 

simulation (common misconception deterministic = no 
parameter uncertainty)

Stochastic
 Probabilistic, model randomness in spread e.g. 

Infectedtoday = Poisson(Susceptiblestoday* infection rate * 
Infectedyesterday)

 Key in small populations

Comparable results in large populations
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Susceptible (S) Infectious (I) Removed (R)

User-friendly epidemic modeling app

https://www.epidemix.app/

Game to understand social distancing/vaccines

https://vax.herokuapp.com/

Good background article on COVID-19 models

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-01003-6

Mechanistic epi modeling - basic 
compartmental SIR model
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𝑑𝑆

𝑑𝑡
= −𝜷𝑆𝑰

𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜷𝑆𝑰 − 𝛾𝑰

𝑑𝑅

𝑑𝑡
= 𝛾𝑰

S = #Susceptibles
I = #Infected (uncertain, not fully observable)
R = #Recovered

𝛽 = Transmission Coefficient  (uncertain, not observable)
𝛾 = Recovery Coefficient (observable, thus more certain)

Susceptible (S) Infectious (I) Removed (R)

SIR early pandemic parameter uncertainty and SARS-CoV-2
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𝑑𝑆

𝑑𝑡
= −𝜷𝑆𝑰

𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜷𝑆𝑰 − 𝛾𝑰 − 𝝁𝑰

𝑑𝑅

𝑑𝑡
= 𝛾𝑰

S = #Susceptibles
I = #Infected (uncertain, not fully observable)
R = #Recovered
D = # dead

𝛽 = Transmission Coefficient (uncertain, not observable)
𝛾 = Recovery Coefficient (more certain)
𝜇 = Dead coefficient i.e. case-fatality rate (CFR) (uncertain, 
biased?)

Susceptible (S) Infectious (I)

Removed (R)

Dead (D)

𝑑𝐷

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜇𝑰

SIR early pandemic parameter uncertainty and SARS-CoV-2
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Parameter Uncertainty

Case Fatality Rate (deaths among 
cases)

 Subject to uncertainty and heterogeneity
 May change over time for several reasons
 COVID CFR: uncertainty modeled using 

Beta distribution with uninformative prior:
CFR = Beta(deaths+1, cases-deaths+1)

Country
Confirmed 
Cases

Deaths

China 81,077 3,218

Italy 27,980 2,158

Iran 14,991 853

South Korea 8,236 75

Spain 7,753 288

France 5,380 127

Germany 4,838 12

Switzerland 2,200 13

USA 1,678 41

March 16, 2020

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/langlo/article/PIIS2214-109X(20)30110-8/fulltext, https://www.who.int/docs/default-

source/coronaviruse/situation-reports/20200123-sitrep-3-2019-ncov.pdf?sfvrsn=d6d23643_8, https://covid19.who.int/

June 9, 2020

Country
Confirmed 
Cases

Deaths

China 84,195 4,638

Italy 235,278 33,964

Iran 173,832 8,351

South Korea 11,852 274

Spain 241,717 27,136

France 191,313 29,212

Germany 186,109 8,695

Switzerland 30,972 1,923

USA 1,960,897 110,990

Country
Confirmed 
Cases

Deaths

China 571 17

South Korea 1 0

USA 1 0

January 23, 2020
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Real case-study: parameter uncertainty in 
business planning

 How much energy do I need to store to be 
x% sure we’ll supply demand, even when 
considering extreme, unseen scenarios?

 Many uncertainty drivers in data, and 
future mechanistic changes: Temperature, 
climate, demand changes, new industrial 
clients, population growth, regulations, 
engineering changes, etc

 Mechanistic @RISK MC model simulating 
“withdrawals” and “deposits”

 Now standard in yearly planning, 
considering probabilistic outputs and risk 
tolerance
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𝑑𝑆

𝑑𝑡
= −𝛽𝑆𝐼 + 𝜌𝑅

𝑑𝐼

𝑑𝑡
= 𝛽𝑆𝐼 − 𝛾𝐼 − 𝜇𝐼

𝑑𝑅

𝑑𝑡
= 𝛾𝐼 − 𝝆𝑅

S = #Susceptibles
I = #Infected
R = #Recovered
D = # dead

𝛽 = Transmission Coefficient
𝛾 = Recovery Coefficient (more certain)
𝜇 = Dead coefficient i.e. case-fatality rate
𝝆 = Immunity loss coefficient

Susceptible (S) Infectious (I)

Removed (R)

Dead (D)

𝑑𝐷

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜇𝐼

Model uncertainty

 Immunity? How 
long? How effective

 Asymptomatic 
spreaders

 Superspreaders

 CFR by age/risk 
groups

 …

?
?

Also large model uncertainty and SARS-CoV-2
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Basic Reproductive Number (R0)

The expected number of secondary cases coming from a primary case 
in a naïve population

𝑅0 =
𝛽𝑆

𝛾

Model-dependent parameter (for density-dependent models)

 R0>1, epidemic

 R0=1, endemic

 R0<1, dies out

EFFECTIVE or NET reproductive number: 

𝑅 = 𝑅0
𝑠

𝑁
Herd immunity threshold (prop immune to reach endemicity)

1 −
1

𝑅0
© EpiX Analytics



R0 for different ID agents

https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.05.17.20104653 (not peer-reviewed yet)

Estimated initial R0 values for all  analyzed States, shown as bootstrapped estimates (black horizontal bars) and 
approximate 66% and 95% confidence intervals (boxes and whiskers). Asterisks mark nine of the eleven States that 
eased restrictions in April, 2020; the remaining two States did not have sufficient numbers of deaths for estimating 
R0

Prof Joseph Eisenberg’s excellent article in The 

Conversation, February 12, 2020

https://sph.umich.edu/pursuit/2020posts/how-

scientists-quantify-outbreaks.html
Yes, that’s 6.4 [4.3, 9.0]
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R0 is an average – but variability/unc matters

Number of secondary cases after first week of transmission in non-endemic area

Without seasonalityWith seasonality
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Mean: 0.32
P(R0>1) = 
16.2%

Mean: 1.32
P(R0>1) = 
66.4%

Espejo LA, Costard S, Zagmutt FJ. (2015) Modelling canine leishmaniasis spread to non-endemic areas of 

Europe. Epidemiol Infect. 143(9):1936-49. doi: 10.1017/S0950268814002726.

2d modeling of Prob. 
Endemicity based on 
contact network size
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Imperial College COVID model – stochastic, age 
structured

Code and documentation at https://mrc-ide.github.io/squire/

S = Susceptibles

* E = Exposed (Latent Infection)

* IMild = Mild Infections (Not Requiring Hospitalisation)

* ICase = Infections Requiring Hospitalisation

* IHospital = Hospitalised (Requires Hospital Bed)

* IICU = ICU (Requires ICU Bed)

* IRec = Recovering from ICU Stay (Requires Hospital Bed)

* R = Recovered

* D = Dead

© EpiX Analytics
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So why COVID-19 models “couldn’t predict”

Let’s be clear: epidemic models are most useful to make CONDITIONAL predictions -> what IF

masks enforcement

travel restrictions

social distancing enforcement

Vaccine efficacy is 40%.  Immunity lasts 3mo/6mo/2yrs, etc.

Real-time outbreak prediction informative but dominated by uncertainty

 Dynamics of disease spread very well described, but the numbers to plug and model 
structure are not in a novel disease
 Disease characteristics (infectiousness, mortality, symptomatic/asymptomatic spread, 

environmental persistence and transfer)
 Interventions being used (social distancing, masks, etc.), their timing, and their impact
 Effective contacts and networks on a national scale
 Patient factors that change vulnerability and recovery
 Existing population immunity and development of immunity after recovery
 Infrastructure availability to isolate and treat patients
 ….

https://www.imperial.ac.uk/media/imperial-

college/medicine/sph/ide/gida-fellowships/Imperial-

College-COVID19-NPI-modelling-16-03-2020.pdf
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Pandemic disease emergence  

 Requires novel introduction (spark)… 

 De novo pathogen or phenotype emergence (existing human-reservoir contacts are 
newly risky because of the pathogen)

 Spill-over of existing phenotypes (risky human-reservoir contacts begin or increase)

 …And sustained transmission (spread)

 Human-to-human transmission mechanisms/likelihood

 Human social network connectedness
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Uncertainty in disease emergence

 Novel disease introductions (sparks) are hard to predict 
individually- even with good past data

 Randomness of genetic mutation events and evolutionary 
circumstance

 Large unknown potential even in known virus families

 Even more “known” factors require massive global surveillance to 
gather data and keep it current: 
 Reservoir species ranges (and vector ranges)

 Within-reservoir disease transmission

 Human activities (land development, travel, agricultural activities, food 
sources, etc) that involve risky contacts with reservoir

From Daszak et al., Int. J. Infect. Dis., 2016, 53 (36) 
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijid.2016.11.097
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Predicting THE event vs ANY event
 Individual virus emergence and timing is 

nearly impossible to predict

 However, preparedness for a pandemic 
does not differ much by specific disease

 Overall trends and risk factors may be 
feasible to surveil, understand and model:
 RNA viruses (high mutation rate leads to fast 

evolution)
 Land development for human activities 

(agriculture, settlement, expansion of cities, 
tourism) 

 Changes in biodiversity in “usual suspect” 
reservoirs

 Human-wildlife interaction
 Domestic livestock intermediaries

The relative influence of predictors on EID event occurrence probability. 
From Allen et al., Nat Commun 8, 1124 (2017) doi/10.1038/s41467-017-00923-8© EpiX Analytics
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Event Prediction Exercise
 What can past data tell us about the possibility of the next 

pandemic?

 EID events: Comparison of multiple Poisson models of rate of 
pandemics since 1889, and in last 20 years, and estimate the 
probability of a pandemic occurrence

Events
Data 

(All Years)
ZI 

Poisson Poisson

Gamma-Poisson
(Poisson + rate 

uncertainty)

Gamma-Poisson 
using person-time

0 90.3% 90.3% 90.0% 90.1% 81%

1 8.9% 8.9% 9.4% 9.4% 17%

2 0.8% 0.7% 0.5% 0.5% 2%

3 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0%

Events
Data 

(Last 20)
ZI 

Poisson Poisson

Gamma-Poisson
(Poisson + rate 

uncertainty)

Gamma-Poisson 
using person-

time
0 80% 92.4% 78% 78.4% 81%
1 15.0% 36.8% 19% 18.7% 17%
2 5.0% 18.4% 2% 2.7% 2%
3 0.0% 6.1% 0% 0.0% 0%
4 0.0% 1.5% 0% 0.0% 0%

Using all data: 
P(pandemic in next year) = 10%

P(pandemic in ten years) = 52%

Using last 20 years: 
P(pandemic in next year) = 19%

P(pandemic in ten years) = 88%

Year Pathogen

1889 Influenza
1899 Cholera

1915 Encephalitis

1918 Influenza

1957 Influenza

1961 Cholera
1968 Influenza

1981 HIV

2002 SARS

2007 Dengue

2009 Mumps

2009 Influenza

2012 MERS
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What can predictive analytics learn from pandemic 
emergence modeling?

 Even events which are unpredictable and rare sometimes can be 
approximated with a reliable proxy

 Predicting a specific big event may be less important than the likelihood 
of any big event needing the same preparations

 Uncertainty should not prevent action – but can and should be 
considered in planning
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Model uncertainty
not to be confused with parameter uncertainty

When several candidate models are 
plausible and we don’t want to pick the 
wrong one

Model ensemble allow us to increase model 
predictability by using all models

e.g. climate models, exchange rate 
forecasts, COVID-19 of course!

Multiple methods: bagging, boosting, 
stacking, buckets, many bayesian flavors
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CDC’s COVID model ensemble for the US

 Mix of (currently) 17 publicly-available statistical and mathematical models forecasting four weeks, containing 
different assumptions about contact rate changes and the impact of stay-at-home orders

 Interactive version available at the Reich lab forecast hub: https://reichlab.io/covid19-forecast-hub/

Image from https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/covid-data/mathematical-modeling.html
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Model Uncertainty in Revenue Model
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Customer Uptake Curve

Linear Bass Average (Linear and Bass)

Uptake choice model: 
• A company is entering a new market, and wants to estimate their total revenues, including those from 

the estimated new customers per quarter. 

• There is uncertainty about how many will join earlier or later. Some experts favor a constant addition 

per quarter, and some expect non-linear customer growth. 

• We can model the uncertainty in revenue both from those two options and from other factors in the 

equation. 
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Final thoughts

 Variability and uncertainty arriving from epidemic complexity -> impossible to predict the 
“when” and resulting impact with high precision
 Not an excuse to ignore the risk. Rather, embrace opportunity to prepare and increase business 

resilience

 Models should be based on needs, rather than on a priory favored technology (e.g. you can’t 
AI your way out of a pandemic…at least not yet)

 MC simulation very useful too to deal with uncertainty

 Model uncertainty: consider model averaging when needed

 Risk management -> insurance, reserves, requires a deep look into how we do corporate risk 
management. There will be a next one
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“policy- and decision-makers must act swiftly and avoid the fallacy that to 
have an appropriate respect for uncertainty in the face of possible 
irreversible catastrophe amounts to "paranoia," or the converse a belief 
that nothing can be done”

Norman et al (2020) Systemic risk of pandemic via novel pathogens –
Coronavirus: A note, New England Complex Systems Institute
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Thank you!

Remember to join webinar #2 of 2 in this series, with Dr. Costard and Dr. 
Groenendaal

Questions, feedback, ideas, please contact us at COVID19@epixanalytics.com
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